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1. Introduction 
In the modular group algebra of a finite abelian p-group, the group of normali(;ed 
units is ai:o a finite abelian p-group. While its invariants have been determined, a 
basis is known for it only in the cyclic case [ 1; 191. 
Let FG denote the modular group algebra of G over the field F of 11 elemontr;, 
and V= V(G)= V(FG) denote the group of normalised units. In Section 2, two 
bases are given for V, both derived from the additive basis for FG introduced b> 
Jennings. The first mimics that of Milnor in the cyclic case. The second is buih up 
from the additive basis for F@(G)). This work should be seen as a contribuuion to 
the study of presentations for groups of units, an area where little is known (21 j. 
Results on V(G) for G a finite abelian p-group were generally &taincd in 
connection with the isomorphism problem, whether the group ring determines the 
,qoup. In the abelian case, the modular group algebra does determine the group; 
aside from this case, few other positive results have been established. The remaining 
sections of the paper provide refinements of this result in the abelian case. 
It has long been known [14; 151 that the integral group ring of a finite abelian 
group G determines G. Indeed, any abelian group G can be found as a caI~~l~ic~~1 
section in HG (namely, as I/I’). In Section 3, it is shown that, even wit 
interpretations of the phrase ‘canonical section’, a finite abelian /,-group G ~.m 
so found in FG only exceptionally. 
In the integral case Higman [I 5; 361 went on to pose a strong form of t 
morphism problem. He asked ? +?:ther a finite subgroup of V(SG) is isomer 
a subgroup of G. He proved that it was in the abelian and certain mr’tit 
As V(FG) is of much larger order than G, the analogous problem over F rz;, 
sensible. An analogue can be formulated as follows. Higman further shawr: 
ti finite subgroup of V(EG) is independent as a subset of the free abelia 
One may then ask whether a subgroup of VfFG), independent 
vector space FG, is isomorphic to a subgroup ot’ 6‘. in SCXP 
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is given for the abelian p-groups an d those of order pj. The answer is negative for 
generalised quaternion groups. 
It is convenient o fix some notation. G will generally denote a finite abelian p- 
group. F will denote the field of p elements (many of the results extend to other 
fields of characteristic p). I = I(G) = razz\ danntac thp awmentation id& of the r\r u J U~llUC’cU *.r- -19- 
modular group algebra I;% consisting of all elements of augmentation 0. 
V= V(G) = V(FG) denotes the units of FG of augmentation 1. As I is nilpotent, 
V=l+i. 
Note that the words ‘basis’ and ‘independent’ are used in two senses to describe 
subsets of V: on the one hand, additively, al; subsets of the vector space FG; on the 
other, multiplicatively, as subsets of the abelizn group V. The context should make 
clear which usage is intended. 
Let A be a (multiplicative) finite abelian p-group. Its invariants will be &noted 
ai = ai( 1~ Ike = e(A); that is, A is isomorphic to a direct product of cyclic fac- 
tors, ai of them being of order p’ (a,#0 if A # I so that the exponent of A is p’). 
The rank of A will be denoted d =d(A) so d= C a;. Let y”‘l, HIi = mJA), 04, be 
the order of the subgroup A y’ of all p’-th powers of elements of A; let ~~‘1, 
Wi = w,(A), Osi, be that of the subgroup $& =52&l) of all elements of order 
dividing pi (8, is usually abbreviated to Sz). The order of A will be p”, n = n(A). 
In subsequent sections, the abbreviations ai, e, etc. mean a;(G), e(G), etc. 
Two elementary results about finite abelian p-groups are required. The first is 
familiar, the second straightforward. 
Lemma 1 .I. Each of the lists of numbers (ai), (mi> and (wJ determines the others 
and therefore the isomorphism type of the group. In particular and more precisely, 
Q~=l??~_~-2mi-+i?li+~, l:liSe, and mi=n- Wi, O(iSe. 
An abelian group is homocyclic if it is the direct product of cyclic groups of the 
same order. 
Lemma 1.2. Let A and B be fin3e abelian p-groups. Then A is isomorphic to a 
sui&roup of B if and oniy if eve.ry homocyclic subgroup of A is isomorphic to a 
su&roup of B. 
2. A basis for V(FG) 
The theore:m that a finite abelian p-grot:p is determined by its group ring over 
F seems to have originated with Deskins [S]. As the numbers mi(G) can be calcu- 
lated from the ranks of the qucrtiems of successive dimen&n t;r*bgroups of G over 
F, the theorem can be viewed a;; a consequence of Jennicigs* work [ZO] and is so 
presented in [29; 421. It fdlcw~~ similarly from [3 I ; 28, v-. 1121 where it is shown 
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that, in general, p;‘iT; determines the graded P-Lie algebra of G, the direct sum of 
these quotients. 
The theorem has been extended and a number of proofs offered. Early examples 
include 140; 7; 23; 4; 5, p, 369; 9; 37; 6; 25; 13; 42; 10 (in [38, p. 851); 21. Most em- 
phasise the observation that the p-th power mapping is an F-algebra endomorphi:rn 
of I;%, the Frobenius endomorphism (that is, if cy = C CY,..Y, cy, in F, sum over x in 
G, then a”= c a,.~~). This can be applied by use of the following lemma, a 
straightforward consequence, together with Lemma 1. I. 
Lemma 2.1. 
VP’= V(FG”‘) and Q;(V) = 1 + /(Q,(G)));%. 
Corollary 2.2. 
,w;( V)= /PI - 1 =p”‘l- 1 
and 
w#‘)=</a;(G)I - l)!G:Q;(G)I =$“QJ”‘~- 1). 
l’n particular, e(V)=e and n(V)-iSi- 1. 
There is an analogue for the algebra itself. 
Lemma 2,s. FGp’ and I(G!” j ~2 the subalgebras of p’-t/z power.r o_:’ cietzzm~~. o_ 
FG and I(G), respectively. 
I(Qi(G ))FG is the subulgebra of elerzzenrs whose p’-t/z powers (zre 0. 
The invariants of V are now obtained from Lemrna 1.1. They were calculIaitCd in 
[32; 19(for G cyclic); 42; 261 and, since I is nilpotent, can be viev.ed as a tipecial 
case of result’, in [I 1; 31 by using the ranks of the subalgebras of I describtx! in 
Lemma 2.3. 
Theorem 2.4 The invariants oj’ V are 
ai( V)= IG” ‘/ -2jG”‘I + )G”“‘/. 
Therankof Vryd(V)=IGI--ICC’/. 
In this section a further step is taken towards the understrlnding of I ‘. 
arguments above indicate the nature of a basis for C’ but are not ~on~tru~ti~.~ 
two bases ate given, one consisting of elements of the form 
1 + ‘II (Xj - 1p 
where G is generated by the .y/, the other derived from Jennings’ ad 
F(SZ(G)) by taking roots. 
Aspects of the first basis have appeared in various places in the I~~~~~~~~R~~ 
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algebraic K-theory, In [1, p. 6021 it is established that r G is cyclic generated by 
at; element x of p-power order q, then V has as bas y .he set of elements 
Y +(x- I)” where O<t?<q and ~7~3; 
this is attributed to Milnor. Janusz [19, p. 341 J also found this basis. It suggests the 
following generalisation. 
Let G be the direct product of its cyclic subgroups generated by elements xj of 
p-power order qj, 1s jld. Let 6 be a d-tuple of non-negatille integers, 
a=(&..., 6,,). Principal interest lies in the set D= D(G) of those 6 for which 
0 “Sj < qj and P{aj for some j. Define P(a) as 
the product n_ (q - 1 )‘I taken over 15 j 5 d. 
Denote by I + P(D) the set of elements of I/ of the form 1+ P(S), &I). There is 
an obvious bijection between 1 + P(D) and the set G - W. The ca-dinality of 
1 + P(D) is therefore (G I- IGI’!, the rank of V. 
Theorem 2.5. 1 + P(D) is a basis for V(FG). 
The proof is accomplished in two stages. It is shown, first, that the!;e elements 
generate V, and, second, that there are the correct number of each corder; this 
suffices. 
That 1 + P(D) generates V can be deduced from a more general proposition which 
is valid for non-abelian groups. For G cyclic, it appears in [22, p. 4221. 
Proposition 2.6. Let G be an arbitrary finite p-group. For n ~1, /et B, be a subset 
of I” whose cosets generate WI” ’ I. Let B be the union of the B,,. Then V(FG) is 
gr/nerated by 1 + B. 
Proof. The additive group Z”‘/fn+ * is isomorphic to the multiplicative group 
1 _t;flij +lilt i, whence 1 + B,! generates the latter. But the subgroups 1 + I” of 
V = 1 + I form a descending series which ends in 1 as I is nilpotent. 
The following, stated in the notation used earlier for G abelian, is an immediate 
corollary, a special case of which is used in Propositions 16 and 18 of [27]. 
Corollary 2.7. V is generated by the set of all 1 + P(d) where 0~ 6j c qj. 
roof of Theorem 2.5. Each of the generators of Corollary 2.7 is either in 1+ P(D) 
or else of the form 1 + P(qS) where 6 is in D, q is a power of p and (qS)i = q& AS 
II + P(qS) = (1 -+ P(S))y, Corollary 2.7 implies that 1 + P(D) generates V. 
it now follows that the theorem holds when G is elementary abelian: in this case, 
V is elementary abelian; 1 + P(D) is a generating set of the correct cardinality and 
so a basis. 
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The second stage of the proof proceeds by induction on the exponent of G that, 
for all i, precisely a;[( V(G)) of the el.cments of 1 -t P@(G)) are of order 11’. The in- 
duction begins with G elementary abelian, the case just established. For the induc- 
tion step, it suffices to prove the assertion only for ir 2 as ! 1 + P(D)! = rt( V). 
Note that, for 6 in 13, 
1 #( 1 + P(d))/‘=: 1 + fl (.y;‘- 1)61, product over 1 +Xi, 
if and only if, for all j, pi$<q, or, in other words, ~5, <q/p. Thus, it 
(1 + P(6))% 1, then it is an element of 1 + .P(LJ(GP)) where D(GP) is defined with 
respect o the appropriate list of generators of G . I’ It follows that the nurnba OS 
elements of 1 + P@(G)) ol’ order p’, i 22, is equal to the number of elements of 
1 + P(D(Gp)) of orider p’- ‘. By the induction hypothesis, the latter number is 
ai_ ,( V(GP)) which iis 1 Gp’ ’ 1 -2/Gi”i + [G”“). As this is the desired cz,(I’(G))), the , 
proof is complete. 
The distribution o.+ weights in 1 + P(D) is optimal: they are as large as possible 
(the weight of 1 + a IS the largest n for which (x is in 1”). Another ry\tentatic basis 
with different distribution may be given. It is obtained from a basis for Q( C ‘1 b> 
taking roots. Q(V) :tas as basis the set of all 
1 + n (x;” - I)?, product over 1 ~j 5 d, 
where rj = qj/P, where 0 s&j C p with not all E, = 0, ana \i here t is a COW r~~rww 
take for Q(G) in G of the form 
t=nx), product over 1 <j I cl, 0 5 1, < I-, .
Depending on t amd E = (E, , . . . , Q), there is a largest p xt’r y ot’ p \uc’h eh;tt F hc 
above basis element is a q-th power. Define 1 + R(E, t) as the following cl/-i h root: 
In xy” - I)“, n x1,J(1, 
.a 
where the first product is over only those j for which E! f 0. 
Theorem 23. The etements 1t R(E, t) form a basr:: for QFG). 
In this instance, It is easy to see that the set is independent as its elements UC roobf~ 
of an independent set. The proof concludes, however. as befo’re, by courtnin~ 81~ 
number of elements of each order-1 For p = L and G cyclic, ivory [IS, p. 13 
tively gives a bar,is for V which ca.n be seen tc,r be a set ?f roo 5 ot’ a bag:\ t’o 
closely related to the one above. 
The theorems can provide som’e information about generators for I * 
arbitrary p-grou.p G. The projection onto G/G’ induces an epimorphisry 
to V(G/G’) (here ’ denotes commutator subgroup). A set of elements B
ing onto a basis of lV(G/G’) can serve as firs: approximation I 
V. In the smallest cases, the non-abelian groups of ~~r~~~~ 8, 
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known [i.I, p. 43; 18, p. 291. It is generated by 3 elements. Writing these groups as 
G=(x,y:x4=l, y2= 1 (resp. x2), y-‘xy=x-I), 
one finds that the above procedure gives the 3 generators x, y, x+y+xy. In the 
dihedral case, 5 generators were given in [39], the first 3 of which are essentially 
those given here. 
For G-<x,y:xg= 1, y2 =x4, y-lx~j =x-l ), the generalised quaternion group of 
order 16, tile, procedure yields the same 3 elements whereas the minimal number of 
generators I g’ 4. The elements x, y, x+ y + xy and 1 + x+x’ comprise a minimal set 
of generate 1.5 
For the : 4.1~ related groups of order 16, the dihedral group (y2= 1) and the 
semidihedrh group ( y2 = 1, y-*xy=x3), the same elements serve as minimal 
generating se?, In each of the three cases, V(G) can be defined by a list of relations 
in these generators identical except for those few which define G itself. 
For another group of order 16 (y2 = 0, y-‘xy =x5), the above procedure gives 6 
generators. This is the minimal number. Ivory 1171 found 6 generators by computer 
calculation. 
3. G as section 
For certain classes of finite groups, the positive solution of the isomorphism pro- 
blem for integral group rings has an instructive form: G is identified with some 
canonical substructure of ZG. An abelian group G is isomorphic to the section 
I/I’, I=I(ZG); it is similarly isomorphic to the subgroup 1+1/I* of the unit group 
of the ring ZG/I’. A metabelian group can be found as a subgroup of the units of 
a factor ring of ZG. 
Although the isomorphism problem for modular group algebras has a positive 
solution for finite abelian p-groups, it does not seem feasible to find G in F’G in 
an analogotis way. It is shown in this section that certain possibilities involving 
ideals cannot be realised. 
The most obvious analogue applies only in the elementary abelian case: 
Proposihn 3.1. Let J and KS K s J, be ideals of FG. 
If G is isomorphic to J/K, then G is elementary abelian. Conversely, if G is 
elementary abeiian, then G is isomorphic to I/12. 
Another possibility for such ideals J and K contained in I is finding G to be 
isomorphic to the section I+ J/l + K of V. This group is isomorphic to I+ J/K, a 
subgroup of the unit group of the ring FG/# as well as the circle group of the nil- 
potent ring J/K. In 1351, it is shown that any circle group in characteristic p is 
isomorphic to 1 + 4/K for some ideal K of its group ring over F. Some circle groups 
in characteristic p have been shown to be determined by their group rings over F 
133; 341. 
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Groups G obtainable as sections 1 + J/l + K of V(FG’) thus coincide with circle 
groups of nilpotent rings of characteristic p, and are obl.ainable with J = I. Among 
finite abelian p-groups, there a,re few which are circle grrups. Thlere is a conjectured 
classification of them in [ 111. Eggert proves a special case of his conjecttlre; further 
evidence for it appears in [3]. The following verifies the conjecture for cyclic p- 
groups. It appears in the literature on circle groups [ 12; 411 but the approach here 
is novel and can be used to verify the conjecture in other cases. 
Proposition 3.2. A cyclic p-group is the circle group qf a nilpotent ring oj char- 
acteristic p if and only if it is of order 4 or p. 
Proof. Let G be a cyclic group of order pe. FG is a uniserial ring, its only ideal> 
being the powers I”” of its augmentation ideal. 
If G is of order p, then G is isomorphic to 1 + I/H’. Let G be oi order 3 
generated by x. Then G is isomorphic to 1 + I/I3 since x’ - i = (A- - 1)’ is not in E I. 
For the converse,, suppose that G is isomorphic to I + I/I”‘. As the order of //P 
is Pi”-‘* m = e + 1. For cy in I such that 1 + a is of order p’ module I” + ‘, d” ’ is 
not in Ie+’ and so p’ - ’ <e+ 1. This c;An occur only if e = 1 or if e = 2 and p = 2. 
4. Independent subgroups of V 
The isomorphism problem for the modular group algebras of finite y-g,r~ps is 
known to have a positive solution for few classes of p-groups, that of abelian p- 
groups being the pri,ncipal instance. For this class, a strong form of the isomoqhism 
problem also has a positive solution. 
Theorem 4.1. Let cG be a firrite abelian p-group. Then (tr subgroup of V(FG ), irr- 
dependent as a subset of the vector space FG, is isomorphic TO a subgroup qf’ G. 
Proof. Let W bie such a subgroup. By Lemma 1.2, W may be assumed homoqclic. 
Let pi be the exponent of W and c the rank of the largest homocyclic subgroup of 
G of this exponent; c is the rank of the elementary abelian s~ubgro~~~~ 
N=Qi(G)P’ ’ l 
Suppose that the rank of W exceeds c. We may assvye that 111’ is generated 
elements q, 1 :sj<c+ 1, each of order p’. Let rj=$’ , 1 S~ZSC+ 1. Since W 
contained in I -t-1(52,(G))FG by Lemma 2.1, each ?, belongs to 1 + I(X)FG. 
result of Jennings [20; 30, p. 891, c(p- 1) is the nilpotency clash ot’ rhe ideCj 
of Fp< it is the same as that of I(N)FG. It follows that 
(II tTj- l)“- ‘)(f,., , - l)=O 
where the Froduct is taken over all j, 15 j 5 c. The cot’ ficient of t in the cl 
on the left is - 1. The equation is a non-trivial depe~~~~es~~e r lc i 
of the group W, contrary to hypothesis. 
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This theorem is also valid for non-abclian groups of order p3. For the dihedral 
group and the groups of exponent p2, p odd, it is merely equivalent o the fact that 
each is determined by its modular group ring [7; 29; 30, p. 67 1; 16). For the other 
groups separate arguments are required for some of the conclusions of the theorem 
and are sketched below. These conclusions provide an alternative proof that all the 
non-abelian groups of order p’ are determined by their modular group rings. 
For a group G of exponent p, p odd, it suffices to how that an element a of V(G) 
of order p2 generates a dependent subgroup. But, for any a in V(G), (a - 1)’ = 0 
for some k 5 $ - 1 as: for p> 3, k = 4p - 3 suffices by Jennings’ theory; for p = 3, 
Ep =6 suffices and is the smallest exponent with this property. 
The remaining case which requires extra argument is that of the quaternion group 
of order 8. Here one must exclude the possibility of an independent subgroup 
elementary of order 4. This can be done by surveying all elements of order 2 and 
showing that, if cy and /? are such involutions, (a - l)(p-- 1) =O. 
The theorem is not valid for the generalised quaternion group of order 16. It has 
a unique element of order 2 whereas its unit group has independent subgroups which 
are elementary abelian of order 4 (for example, that generated by the elements ,Y’ 
and 1 +x+x3 + y + .8’_~ in the notation of Section 2). 
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